
The world’s first free 
quality newspaper

The London Evening Standard is the only quality free daily newspaper in the UK.  
An iconic London brand, the Standard’s paper, website and apps keep the capital up-to-date on 
the latest news, business, sport, features and entertainment. 

Edited by Sarah Sands, the Evening Standard is famous for its campaigning to improve life in the 
capital. Recent campaigns include the Dispossessed Campaign, which raised over £14 million to 
tackle poverty and inequality and Get London Reading, a campaign to raise literacy levels for 
children in the capital. 

The Evening Standard is read by a highly-desirable ABC1 audience who are affluent and 
aspirational. As well as the main paper the London Evening Standard also publishes platforms 
dedicated to property and luxury living in the capital.

Every Wednesday Homes & Property provides a reliable, intelligent and stylish treatment of all 
aspects of the London property market. Expert writers guide readers through the hidden gems 
of our capital’s streets, gathering the latest news on new homes, property hotspots, investment 
opportunities as well as a heads-up on the must-have designs for both the home and the garden. 
Practical yet aspirational, this premier guide has become the ideal house hunting partner for 
discerning Londoners. 

Dedicated to London glamour, fashion and beauty, ES Magazine is available Thursdays and 
Fridays with the Evening Standard or viewed online or on tablet. Six Deluxe editions of ES 
Magazine are published throughout the year for Londoners with a taste for high fashion and 
luxury goods. Over half of ES Magazine fall into the AB social class category.

Source: NRS  July 2015 - June 2016  National/London ITV. TGI Apr 2015 - Mar 2016 London ITV. ABC Jan - June 2016.

Editorial features in the London Evening Standard 
Every day:    News, Business, Londoner’s Diary, International, Arts and Sport

Monday:    Travel, Trends

Tuesday:    Fashion, Style & Sex

Wednesday:    Health & Beauty, Homes & Property

Thursday:  Motors

Friday:    Films & Music, Theatre, Travel, ES Magazine

The Evening Standard reaches more upmarket Londoners  
than any other paid for national newspaper

For more information and to advertise call: 020 79 38 38 38

Audience Profile

Distribution:  900,896

Readership:  1,636,000

London ITV: 1,480,000

Male/Female: 59/41%

Every day in London the  
Evening Standard reaches: 

• 462,000 AB Adults 
More than any paid for  
national newspaper

• 900,000 ABC1 Adults 
More than any paid for  
national newspaper

• 699,000 18 - 44 working F/T 
More than any paid 
for national newspaper

• 464,000 Adults who agree 
with the statement ‘advertising 
helps me choose what I buy’ 
More than any paid  
for national newspaper 


